
  

 

Name:                                                     Class: 

Use the box below to record any of the activities your family have enjoyed  

this holiday. Be ready to share some of your homework when you return... 

                                                                                                                    Have an exciting holiday!Have an exciting holiday!Have an exciting holiday!Have an exciting holiday!    
   

 

   

 

 

FFFFAAAAMMMMI I I I LLLLYYYY    HHHHOOOOMMMMEEEEWWWWOOOORRRRKKKK    

 

Stepney Partnership schools are working together to give 

children and families exciting homework so that families, 

friends and neighbours can learn together.  

This booklet has lots of activities about the Moon to  

help make the most of your time together as a family over 

the holidays.   

TheTheTheThe    

When we return to school, your teacher will give you a 

chance to share what you have done with the class.            

Remember to bring something it to show your class.  



  Design  

and make a 

Moon Buggy 

Some people say there is a  man who lives in the moon. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Make your own 
 Magical Moon Creature  that lives on the moon       

TRY THESE MOON ACTIVITIES 
WITH YOUR FAMILY 

Read a moon story 
                                                                     

How many  

moon stories 

can you find? 

WHATEVER YOU DO
...   

DO IT  
TOGETHER  

AS A FAMILY  
 

Moons in our 

Solar System  

Research 

the moons 

in our solar 

system. 

Useful websites: 

www.primaryhomeworkhelp.

co.uk/moon/facts.htm  

www.planetsforkids.org 

Moonscape 
 

Create your 

own moonscape 

Design an      

astronaut outfit 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
What would an 

 astronaut need to take 

on their space travel? 

Label all the  

features 

Moon Speech 
Imagine you are Neil Armstrong  

stepping foot  

on the moon for the first time.  

See You tube: First Moon Landing 1969. 

Write your own speech to broadcast  

as you  set foot on the moon. 

 

                 

 

                              
 

 

 

 

Make a Moon Phase Viewer  
 

Can you find out which  

Religions use  

the lunar calendar? 
 

        

 

                                        Ideas for family                      Ideas for family                      Ideas for family                      Ideas for family                      

trips/activities over the holidays:trips/activities over the holidays:trips/activities over the holidays:trips/activities over the holidays:    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

Science Museum Science Museum Science Museum Science Museum ----The Apollo exhibitionThe Apollo exhibitionThe Apollo exhibitionThe Apollo exhibition    

                                                                                                                                Greenwich Planetarium    Greenwich Planetarium    Greenwich Planetarium    Greenwich Planetarium        

Remember to bring something in to tell your class about your 

trip. It could be a photo, drawing, poem, booklet,           

Watch and 

review an 

animation 

about the 

Moon 

Stepney Partnership Events 
Thursday 2nd January— Pantomime ‘The Wizard of Oz’ 
Friday 3rd January—Ice Skating (limited places) 
Phone Carol for details 07904 210 688   
 


